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Saludos! When it rains, it pours….has all kinds of connotations. One we experience often are
the surprise showers that come anytime…a few sprinkles can turn into a deluge lasting a few
minutes or half an hour…or a day! Another is when the energies of a Volunteer In Mission (VIM)
team is here. Here’s a few of the types of activities that the First UMC of Graham, TX have
been doing this past week.
There are many talents. A couple are teachers, one’s an
optometrist, another is a dentist with toothbrush donations….and they find ways to connect and convey Love.
FUMC also has a tradition of oﬀering school supplies and
shoes, so they organized the donations and we (Agua Viva
Serves) coordinated with the church to oﬀer these for their
mission outreach to the neighborhood children. They all
went home with toothbrushes for the family, too!
Native speakers’ talents. One of the great ways the teachers have helped is with English language learners….and a
special request this year to help edit a research paper by a
local English teacher. did you know that we really don’t
need to be using all those commas, or if you can’t say the
sentence in one breath you need more sentences?

And the readers they brought were put to good
use with Tom’s vision testing charts…

Relationship building out on the well site.
The primary mission of Agua Viva Serves, of
course, is bringing potable water to families and
communities. This activity gets very physical
and interpersonal as we work side by side with
members of this extended family and share
lunch together in their home.
Giving thanks. This was a real ‘Texas well’!
And likely the best producing well of the 75+
Agua Viva Serves has drilled. In any case,
FUMC Graham, TX was as grateful for the opportunity to bring the water to the family as the family was for having this gift of life.

I believe in God, only I spell it N-A-T-U-R-E. (Frank Lloyd Wright)
Oh, did we tell you about the Zara family-owned pineapple farm tour? Some of the group were
part of an inaugural tourism event to learn about this bromeliad, balancing environmental practices with production, and give feedback on the tour…we gave it 2 thumbs up! BTW, Costa
Rica ranks #1 in production of pineapples. More
on this later.
All’s well …with water
and with bodies, heart,
and souls. that’s the
blessing of a VIM experience!
Abrazos y bendiciones,
n&G

